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DOL TIMES
A-Train Inc. Loses Money
LOWE MAINTENANCE:

Top 5 DOL Problems for 2012:
#5. Hank’s phone: Can we truly be
this deep in the history of this
league and still have phone
problems? iPhones, droids etc and
still using a landline is mind
boggling. I blame Taf coaching at
Pace.

Story by: B Hath
A-Train, Inc. took the trophy home a few months ago from the
2012 DOL BOWL X and returned home as the Shirts Division’s first
champion. However, it also brought back debt. According to A-Train,
Inc. income statement from the game, obtained by DOL officials in the
form of a public records request, A-Train inc. lost more than $478,000
from it’s participation in DOL Bowl X. About $440,000 of the company’s
losses stem from dismal ticket sales for it’s matchup against Lowe, Inc.
The lack of “edge” was blamed for the lack of butts in the seats, despite
the Lowe’s “bad-boy” reputation.
It was the first time since the 2006 DOL BOWL that the game was
not a sell-out. Coincidentally, Bob Lowe was part of that game as well.
Perhaps the seemingly quiet nature of the new league champion was
partly to blame, but league cutbacks on advertising for the game may
have effected it worse than League Manager-Hathaway wants to admit.

#4. Best Team Name/Worst Team
Name Award: I really felt the effort
this year was mediocre at best. I am
writing a petition which would
place an asterisk (*) by the
winner/loser name for this year.
Maybe we should ALL be allowed
to change names as we see fit and
then vote at the end of the year. I
blame Taf coaching at Pace and
being the only one allowed to
change names.
#3. Gun Control
#2. Having Adrian Peterson and
Tom Brady and still not winning the
League: How is this possible? We
stole AP with the 25th or 26th pick in
the draft and still no glory. I blame
Zane.
#1. Liking your fantasy team better
than your real football team: After
we lost the Championship game to
some punk, we lost interest in
football including our beloved
Patriots. Didn’t even watch any of
the Baltimore 28-14 (?) fiasco.
Fantasy is life! I blame Tom Brady.

DOL FOR CHARITY

2009 DOL Champion, Weston Lunsford has inked a new
contract with DOL officials to appear in his own DOL
segment, “BIG WESTICLES”.
DOL will pay the former champion an un-specified
salary to appear in at least 4 episodes of the show with
an option to pick up more as the feedback flows in.
DOL will be auctioning off some pieces
rejected by the DOL HALL OF FAME for
charity upcoming in the next newsletter. Some
pieces will include:

-The faces of Mount Crushmore that are no
longer being used.

Ex-Champ Arrested Again

-Jacob Jordan’s DOL BOWL
Championship Trophy Case. (it’s empty
anyway.)
-B-Hath’s banana hammock used in 2011
celebration in win over rival Jacob.
And much more!!

Former 2011 DOL Champion, Stephen Whitson, a
second round pick to the league in 2011, was arrested
again for public intoxication during this past weekend’s
NBA All Star Game festivities.
League officials are yet to comment on the arrest, but
fines are expected for Whitson, Inc.

